We are untouchable. You are not. Why can you not trace a single email IP? It is not brain surgery Micky. You know why you have reached a dead end? Because I am bigger then you. You are a bitter, spent cartridge. You spend your time spewing venom against your own Army. An army that was unfortunate to have you in its officer cadre. Your hated amongst anyone in uniform. You think you are a champion of truth? You are nothing but a two bit rundi, running from one party to another, hoping for some plum post, writing against an Army that booted you out. You are a traitor. You are a failure. And stop referring to yourself as "an ex army officer" in your pre-interview bios ;) You are not an officer by any stretch. And make no mistake, you can be bumped off with 1 phone call giving it a 'go'. Traitor. You dont deserve to breathe air in this country nor walk it's soil. You have sacrificed nothing for it.

Let us make a wager.. you will be wearing stainless steel bangles within 8 or 10 days. You bottom feeding snake. Snakes belong in a snake pit or to be snuffed out. Either can be arranged. Just 1 phone call away.

You would not even be target practice for us. You would be an honour. Understood?